Name

Maki Imada

Country

Japan (Oki-Dozen High School)

Title

To tell about jobs for students

Objective

To make a poster and to tell about jobs for my school students

Outline

I thought to tell about jobs is useful in the future. Many students can’t find their
own goal or their dream in the future, so they can’t motivate to learn.

Actions

I checked about occupations. I will publish the poster after the final report.

taken &
result
Reflection

“Are they really same age as me? “ This is a first question when I spoke with the

from

TYCA students. I was surprised by it because they spoke to everyone without

TYCA

feeling shy.
Through TYCA, I realized the importance of languages. We can’t make a good
conversation without speaking the same languages. English is a second language
for TYCA students, but all of them can speak English fluently. I was very surprised.
There are many people who have been learning English for a long time at
school, but most of them still can’t speak fluently around me. I was also one of
them. Before TYCA, I didn’t think it as a bad thing, but through TYCA, I realized
that not able to speak English can make a conversation very hard to understand.
I also realized that the important of challenges. I was impressed by the students
on how they face the challenges while joining this summit across boarder and also
while talking to the foreigner as well. In addition to this, I’m also impressed by their
attitude on TYCA’s task. For example, when we got a chance to ask questions to
the lecturer, the students tried to ask many things. Maybe it is not so special for
them, but for me, I think it need a lot of confidence. Their attitude of trying to do
everything has awaken me.
TYCA told me the importance of languages and challenges. Above all, I can
make many friends because they are very precious to me. Hence forth, I will
continue the activities which I wrote in Midterm-Report. I will study English more
and, I want to become a human being who can help many people in the future.
It is my valuable experiences to have it learned through TYCA and experienced
it with TYCA’s students.

